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of the Observer, and being, as well, very sensible of the 
kindly appreciation accorded me in that paper (apart from 
the little ' dig " which is the Yaison d'etre of this letter), I 
have followed the example of the choleric old gentleman 
who wants to regulate the world from his arm-chair at the 
club, and who, thinking that " the country is going to the 
dogs, sir ! " usually tries to stop the canine tendency by 
writing off post-haste to The Times. 

Many musical terms that meant no specific thing or 
object when first used have become fixed in the present-day 
meaning. The words "sonata" and "concerto," for in- 
stance, had but the vaguest significance till the great masters 
crystallized them into definite and arbitrary shape. With 
the overture, however, it is entirely diSerent, for, assuming 
the exact interpretation of the word, the most formless 
piece ever written is still an overture providing it precedes 
something and its writer chooses to call it so, while 
the most " beautifully made " absolute or programme 
music, correct in matter, form, and working, cannot 
strictly speaking, be an overture, but is merely so styled 
by reason of its similarity to what should be the form of 

pieces " which precede the best operatic and dramatic 

works. Clearly, then, to call a composition that is complete 
in itself an overture is a misnomer; while to write programme 
or descriptive works and christen them overtures is a crime 
the horror of which poor Mendelssohn never realised when 
he wrote his many works of that character. Even though 
the music be not suggestive of anything in the sense of a 
programme, the mere fact of labelling it proscribes it from 
the ranks of overtures (" In Memoriam " is an instance of 
this). A triton like Dr. C. H. H. Parry may 4; hedge " the 
difficulty by calling a work of his an " Overture to an un- 
written Tragedy" and nobody winces, but when your 
humble servant, the minnow, employs a term that has 
usage for its only justification, he promptly receives an 
extremely courteous version of the Lancashire greeting: 
"'Ullo, here's a stranger, let's jump on 'im!" One is 
considered unpatriotic if one uses words of the To7lbilder 
type, while Liszt has elaborated the formless form of 
the Symphonic Poem till even that term has ceased to 
be a haven of refuge for the writer of programme or 
descriptive music. He is not altogether without comfort, 
however, for he can lay the flattering unction to his soul 
that in the misuse of the term overture he errs in very good 
company, and that, bad as he is, the writer of " a deed 
without a name" (otherwise a concert-overture in some- 
thing-or-other) is a much greater sinner. There are, 
doubtless, vast possibilities in the use of the word 
"piece" (our American cousins speak of an orchestra of 
eighty persons as consisting of so many '4pieces") * but 
when one is nobody in particular it is absolutely necessary 
that one should make one's works as attractive as possible 
from every point of view, otherwise the dimly distant chance 
of their ever being performed vanishes. 4' Piece" is not a 
musically alluring name, though its vagueness indicates a 
certain affinity with things artistic.-Yours faithfully, 

T. H. FREWIN. 
September IO, I895. 
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TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES." I have never seen it in print. Truly yours, 
SIR,-In the course of a criticism on a work of mine A LOVER OF FOLK-SONG. 

which has lately been performed, entitled 44 The Battle of London, September 20, I895. 
Flowers," and which I designated a " descriptive overture," 
a writer in the Observer of the ISt ult. took exception to THE London Symphony Concerts will be resumed at 
my using such a sub-title on the grounds, I suppose, that St. Jamess Hall, on Thursday evening, November 7. 
the '4 piece," as he thinks it should be called, is not in any There will be nine Concerts * and two extra Concerts will 
sense preludious, nor is it of the type generally styled a be given on December I7, the anniversary of Beethoven's 
" Concert-Overture." Thinking that controversial matter birth, and on February I3, the anniversary of Richard 
on a point purely musical was hardly suited to the columns Wagner's death. Mr. Henschel will, of course, conduct. 
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CORRESPONDENCE . 

IN SPIRATION V . COMPOSITION. 
TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES." 

SIR,-AS the points whereon we diSered were unimpor- 
tant, I had not intended to trouble you with any further 
remarks; but a paragraph in one of your contemporaries 
this month shows how very necessary my utterances were, 
and also how, after a question has been thrashed out, 
someone can always be found to get up and calmly revert 
to the original view which, one flatters oneself, one has 
thoroughly dispelled. With young ladies this is only to 
be expected, but in an educational journal it is rather 
disheartening. 

The writer in question, after mis-stating my views, 
through inability to summarise clearly, first asks the old, 
old question, " How do I account for the diSerence which 
we all feel between inspired and uninspired music ? " 
When I can find some signs of unanimity as to which 
works deserve which epithet I will deal with the question. 
We may think, for instance, that a Beethoven Symphony 
is the sublimest height to which music can reach; but how 
often is one performed in Italy ? In a list of the most 
" inspired " composers, most Frenchmen would certainly put 
Meyerbeer near to the head-most Germans or Englishmen 
near to the tail ! Next, our writer says, " The scholarship 
and mental labour of two compositions being equal, why 
does one warm the heart while the other leaves it cold ? " 
The case is, I think, an impossible one; but certainly two 
works involving equal quantity czcS qllc1vlity of labour would 
be equal in merit. As to warming the heart, that is another 
story. A work of no merit whatever will sometimes do that, 
while a work of the highest merit will produce no eSect at 
all if the performance be indiFerent or the hearer unsym- 
pathetically disposed. The influence of music upon the 
emotions often depends upon circumstances quite apart 
from its artistic value. 

Finally, your contemporary quotes some verses which, 
he avers, express his view, as they certainly do express 
the general public's unthinking view on the subject of 
' inspiration." 

He hears the music of his heart, 
But knows not whence the breath is blown - 

It comes from regions far apart, 
With power beyond his own. 

A presence at his side alights, 
A whisper at his ear is heard; 

Amazed, he takes the pen and xvrites 
The inevitable word. 

Now this is all very pretty and poetic, but you must confess 
it is not very practical or helpful to either teacher or pupil. 
Further, in no great art-work have I ever found that the 
composer " amazed " has written any " inevitable word," 
still less that " a presence " has dictated it. To my thinking 
the greatness of the man and his work consists in his having 
chosen the best course out of many, such choice being the 
result of long years of training and experience plus memory 
and the intense desire to do better than the best. Without 
all this no angel whispers will help him from writing bosh. 
There is, indeed, one very intangible and elusive factor- 
individuality; elusive because it influences the judgment 
yet is itself influenced to an unlimited extent by education 
and environment. It is here, and here only, that 
impenetrable mystery confronts us, so the teacher has to 
make what allowance he must in this direction.-Faithfully 
yours, F. CORDER. 
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